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resumo 
 
 
O objectivo geral deste projecto é de descrever a aplicação de ferramentas da 
qualidade num ambiente industrial pouco comum – a recauchutagem de 
pneus. Os objectivos específicos são: (i) compreender melhor as causas dos 
principais problemas que resultam do processo de produção; (ii) classificar 
essas causas levando em consideração a importância da sua ocorrência; (iii)  
identificar as etapas críticas do processo de produção na perspectiva do 
principal problema identificado (iv) e explorar as potenciais causas dos 
problemas que ocorrem nessas etapas.    
A metodologia usada combinou novas ferramentas da qualidade com 
ferramentas básicas de forma a identificar, classificar e analisar os principais  
problemas de acordo com as suas prioridades. As ferramentas usadas foram o 
diagrama de Pareto, Brainstorming, Diagrama de espinha de peixe e o 
diagrama de matriz.  
A empresa onde o estudo foi realizado foi a Ken Tire Industrial Complex, que é 
uma das maiores empresas de Recauchutagem de pneus do Médio Oriente. A 
informação foi recolhida durante o ano 2009 com base em registos da área da 
qualidade e da produção. Os principais problemas foram classificados de 
acordo com o custo dos defeitos que aconteceram durante o processo de 
produção. Foi proposta a utilização de ferramentas de melhoria da qualidade 
apropriadas para minimizar o impacto das causas dos defeitos nos produtos 
finais e nos semi-produtos.  
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abstract 
 
The general objective of this project is to describe the application of quality 
tools in an uncommon industrial environment - tire retreading. The specific  
goals are to better understand the root causes of the main quality problems that  
result from the production process, to rank those causes taking into account the 
importance of their occurrence, to identify the critical step of the production 
process in view of the main problem identified, and to explore the potential 
causes of problems in that step. 
The methodology used combined basic and new quality tools in order to 
identify, classify and analyse the main problems according to their priority 
(weight of importance). The tools used were Pareto Chart, Brainstorming,  
Fishbone Diagram and Matrix diagram.  
The company where the study was carried out was the Ken Tire Industrial 
Complex, which is one of the biggest Tire Retreading Companies in Middle 
East. The data was collected during all the year of 2009 from quality and 
production records. The main problems were classified according the cost of 
defects that happen during the production process and the use of appropriate 
improvement quality tools is proposed in order to minimize the impact of defect 
causes in final products and semi -products.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Retreading is an environmentally and cost effective process whereby selected 
and inspected worn tires, that called "casings” receive a new tread [17, 24]. 
There are different processing techniques and methods, which have the same 
ultimate objective - affixing a new tread through the application of heat, time and 
pressure. Basically, there are two types of technology used to retread a tire, 
Mould Cure (hot system) and Pre Cure (cold system) [20, 21, 17]. In this study 
the hot system will be considered. The retread industry has a close liaison with 
tire manufacturing industry and all the innovations/developments, especially in 
regard to materials and performance parameters get imparted automatically, 
into the retreading practices. The retreading process bonds new tread to the 
used tire body using a process similar the manufacturing process of new tires 
[12, 20, 24].  
 
The quality control system and tools are world class but the actual application at 
the retread industry is often lacking, although there are some quality problems 
that could be minimized by the use of some well-known quality tools. 
The efficiency of quality tools depends on the ability to adapt and use them 
according to the faced situation. In 1966, Kiyotaka Oshiumi of Bridgestone Tire 
in Japan, used Fishbone Diagram in large scale application for the first time to 
identify customer needs and design characteristics to manufacture the products, 
then for the first time Mitsubishi Heavy Industry, (1972) used widely Fishbone 
Diagram to form a matrix of customer needs, engineering requirements and 
quality control aspects of manufacturing and measuring their value when 
designing an oil tanker at the Kobe Shipyards [5, 15, 3]. 
 
Regardless of the technology type, production process of tire retreading is very 
sensitive due to many factors as the contact of buffed surface with oxygen, 
which cannot exceed some minutes, pollution, humidity, temperature, pressure 
(water, steam and air), among others. Although the process can be considered 
rather complex, it is believed that it can be improved through the use of some 
well-known quality tools. 
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1.1.  Project scope 
 
This report includes six chapters. Chapter one presents the introduction about 
this report and considerations about the project scope, the objectives and the 
methodology that are applied in the case study. 
Chapter two presents the literature review of quality tools that are used in this 
report with a brief description of their history, definition and specifications. The  
applied tools are Pareto Chart, Brainstorming, Fishbone Diagram and Matrix 
diagram. 
Chapter three presents some general information about retread tires and 
retread industry with a historical, technical and statistical view. In this chapter, 
retread tires consumption will be compared between some European countries 
and Portugal. 
 
Chapter four presents case study specifications with some information about 
history of company, productions, extant technologies, raw materials, production 
process steps and main production machines. 
 
Chapter five presents the main quality problems and defects that can be found 
inside the company regards to raw material effect, process steps effect and final 
defect products and presents the identification of the main problems to be 
addressed (through the use of Pareto Chart), their analysis (through the use of 
Fishbone Diagram) and their ranking (through the use of Matrix Diagram). 
 
Finally, in chapter six, some conclusions and future work are presented. 
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1.2. Main goals and objectives 
The main objective of this paper is to describe the application of quality tools 
(basic and new) in an uncommon industrial environment - tire retreading, to 
propose some improvements in the process based on the results of the quality 
analysis. In the beginning, before starting to do anything the first aim is to study 
of current quality situation in Ken Tire Industrial Complex to know the level of 
quality, the main quality problems and the extant opportunities to improve. In 
this part of report some simple quality methods such as Operation Process 
Chart and Flew Chart of process have been applied to increase the 
understanding of the case study. 
Then, depending on the place and position of the problems, there were 
proposed the use of appropriate quality tools (basic and new) in order to 
implement in the case studied. The main aim of work is to identify the quality 
problems and their causes in the steps of the process in order to increase the 
level of quality inside the company, which will get to more customer and 
stakeholders satisfaction beside the cost saving for the company, achieved by 
the reduction of waste such as time, energy, extra work, material and final 
defect products.  
In addition, tire retreading is one of the environmentally and cost effective 
industries [17, 24] and some general information about retread tires and 
industry is presented.  
Some new and basic quality tools were used in the company where this study 
was carried out, and it could be noticed that these tools complement each other 
to be more effective in work place. 
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1.3. Methodology 
The methodology used involved a review of the literature about quality in 
general and quality tools in particular. Then, it was decided to combine the use 
of basic and new quality tools in order to identify, classify and analyze the main 
quality problems according to their priority (weight of importance). Finally, some 
process improvements that will have an important impact on the quality of the 
product are proposed. The main methods and tools which are used in this case 
are: Histogram Chart, Operation Process Chart, Flow Chart, Pareto Chart, 
Brainstorming, Fishbone Diagram and Matrix Diagram. These tools are used in 
a way that they complement each other and that the result of each one is used 
as an input for others. 
The data used in this work was collected from the recorded and explicit tables 
from quality and production departments of Ken Tire Industrial Complex during  
all the year of 2009. 
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2. Literature review  
 
Quality tools can be applied for problem identification, problem definition and 
problem solving or improvement. New quality tools were developed to 
complement the seven basic [8, 23] in order to achieve better results. Applying 
those tools requires that the responsible person for their use is aware about 
them. Subsequently, some information about Pareto Chart, Brainstorming, 
Fishbone Diagram and Matrix Diagram is presented, as these are the main 
quality tools applied in the case studied.  
  
 
2.1. Pareto Chart 
 
The Pareto chart is a very useful quality tool that aims at separating the 
important from the trivial [9]. The chart is named after Italian 
economist/sociologist Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923). It consists “a series of bars 
whose heights reflect the frequency or impact of problems. The bars are 
arranged in descending order of height from left to right. This means the 
categories represented by the tall bars on the left are relatively more significant 
than those on the right” [19, 9, 7]. It states that about 80 percent of the problems 
come from 20 percent of the causes and it is extremely useful to identify the 
factors that have the greatest cumulative effect on the system, and will able to 
classify them according the weight of effect to focus on them. Pareto chart is an 
appropriate tool to use when the process under investigation produces data that 
are broken down into categories [19, 9] and to create a Pareto Chart, 
meaningful data have to be collected and categorized. When the list of defects 
contains a mixture of some that might have extremely serious consequences 
and others of much less importance, one of two methods can be used: (i) a 
weighting scheme to modify the frequency of counts or (ii) use the frequency 
Pareto chart analysis together with a cost or exposure Pareto chart [13, 10].  
Nevertheless, there are several types of the Pareto Chart, which are widely 
used, even in nonmanufacturing applications of quality improvement methods 
[13] such as service industries in order to identify the majority of problems that 
may occur because of minority causes. “In general, the Pareto Chart is one of 
the most useful of the “magnificent seven” and its applications to quality 
improvement are limited only by the ingenuity of the analyst” [13]. 
The steps in constructing Pareto Chart are defined as following [10, 13]: 
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To start the work we need to meaningful and collected data that is possible to 
ranking them in a table up to down according their priority or weight of 
importance, then follows steps should be done step by step: 
1- Recording the raw data and listing each category and its associated data 
count. 
2- Preparing a sheet for making necessary analysis and trying to classify 
the gathered data related of own group, up to down according their value 
or weight of importance. 
3- Labeling the left-hand vertical axis with noticing to the applied unit for 
data that representing their value. All of them should space in the same 
intervals that will be able them to measure and compare to each other. 
4- Labeling the horizontal axis with noticing to the range (width) of bars that 
should be same for all of categories, which labeled from largest to 
smallest. 
5- Plotting a bar for each of identified category with noticing the height of 
each bar that representing its value and depending on the type of chart it 
can be ascending or descending, but the widths of bars should be 
identical. 
6- Finding the cumulative counts for each identified category. 
7- After ranking the cumulative categories it is possible to add a cumulative 
line to better representing the data. The main part of work in this step is 
labeling the right axis of chart from 0 to 100%, and lining up the 100% 
with the grand total on the left axis. 
8- Adding clear title, legend and data for determined chart. 
In end of work, the outcome should be analysis according the statistically 
and graphically resulted information. In this step of work the break points on 
the cumulative percent graph should be notice and depends on the order of 
work these result can be input to other tools or methods to well analyze.  
            “While there are many cause factors, the truly important Ones, the cause 
factors which will sharply influence effects, are not many. If we follow the principle set 
by Vilfredo Pareto, all we have to do is standardize two or three of the most important 
cause factors and control them.” 
                           
                                                                                                    Kaoru Ishikawa 
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2.2.  Brainstorming 
Brainstorming is a method used in organizations as a group activity to generate 
a large number of creative and new ideas about a specific problem or topic [4, 
18, 22]. Brainstorming is not a technique for evaluating ideas nor is it the only 
method available for generating ideas [14]; it is not a complete creative process 
but its results can be assumed to be the input of other quality tools such as 
fishbone diagram. This technique, developed in 1939 by Alex Osborn, executive 
vice-president of the advertising company Batten, Barton, Dustin and Osborn 
(BBDO). There are many ways both to conduct a brainstorming session and to 
compile the information from the session. The generation of ideas can take 
place formally or informally but flexibility should exist when choosing an 
approach and the basic rules should be followed [1].  
In formal process for gathering the information by brainstorming method, a 
group of people with different perspective about the topic will assemble in a 
room around the table to start discussion about the specific problem or topic [1]. 
All of the ideas or questions will be written down in the appropriate way to be 
seen by everyone (for example on white board). To facilitate the brainstorming 
session it is better to follow the basic rules with explaining them to the 
members, also for a most effective meeting the role of leader is important in 
making friendly and appropriate environment for the group members. For 
example leader by following some guidelines who already prepared them 
before, will help them to feel free themselves also will help them to think widely 
even to modify other members’ suggestions. Problem selection, identifying 
cause and effect, group consensus efforts, and many others are good examples 
of the use of Brainstorming [9, 16]. 
Most brainstorming sessions follow this procedure:  
1.  Introducing the question, problem, or topic both orally and in writing on 
paper. 
2. Invite group members to respond with as many ideas or suggestions as 
possible, ideally in single words or short phrases. Encouraging everyone to 
participate but not proceeding in any set order. 
3. Explaining until the time that brainstorm is complete. 
4. Recording every response from group members on chart paper. It is to be 
noted the most creative or outrageous suggestions are the most useful and 
interesting. 
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5. Afterward, prioritizing, analyzing, or using the list to generate discussion, 
ideas or problem solving. 
 
2.3. Fishbone diagram 
 
Fishbone Diagram (also called Ishikawa diagram or cause and effect diagram) 
is a means of visualizing an analysis of how various factors associated with a 
process affect its result [6, 7, 9]. This technique is useful to trigger ideas and 
promote a balanced approach in group brainstorming session in which 
individuals list the perceived sources (causes) of a problem (effect  The 
categorization of the causes depends on the case under study, but it is often 
appropriate to consider six areas or main causes that can contribute to an 
undesirable characteristic, response or effect. They are: materials, machine, 
personnel, measurement, method and environment. Each one of these items 
can then be investigated for sub-causes [1] by brainstorming with the group 
members that will identify them. 
 
Furthermore, the construction of a fishbone diagram as a team experience 
tends to get people involved in attacking a problem rather than in a fixing blame 
[13] but it is easy to understand by everyone in work place as it is the only tool 
of basic seven tools that is not based on statistics and provides a graphic view 
of the entire process that is easily interpreted by the brain. The Fishbone 
Diagram serves as an excellent reminder that the items noted on it are the 
things the company and organization should pay more attention for them during 
the time to have a continually improvement, even if the process are going well. 
The steps in constructing cause-and-effect diagram are defined as following 
[13]:  
 
1. Define the problem or effect to be analyzed. 
 
2. From the team to perform the analysis. Often the team will uncover 
potential causes through brainstorming. 
 
3. Draw the effect box and the centre line. 
 
4. Specify the major potential cause categories and join them as boxes 
connected to the centre line. 
 
5. Identify the possible causes and classify them into the categories in step 
4. Create new categories, if necessary. 
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6. Rank orders the causes to identify those that seem most likely to impact 
the problem. 
 
7. Take corrective action. 
 
The technique can be useful, for example, to determine the factors to consider 
within a regression analysis, DOE [1] or Matrix Diagram. 
Following figure shows a standard form based on 6 items as main causes or 
group of cusses and the sub-causes will link them by arrows but, depending on 
the case study it can be in different structure, and sometimes priority of arrows 
represents the weight of importance for cusses and sub-cusses that linked to 
main arrow of Fishbone Diagram. 
 
 
 
Figure 1- Fishbone Diagram based on Free-Throwing model [6]. 
 
 
2.4. Matrix diagram 
 
In 1988, the seven tools developed by the Japanese Shigem Mizuno were 
introduced to the United States with a book entitled Management for Quality 
Improvement: The New Seven QC Tools [8]. Among them it can be found the 
Matrix Diagram, which turned to be an important tool in the manufacturing 
world.  
The Matrix Diagram is a chart that can be used to organize large quantities of 
data relating to process problems [8] and classifies them according to their 
priority. A better understanding of the opportunities for improvement can then 
result from this exercise. 
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 Matrix Diagrams are also used to present the results of multivariate analysis of 
data and is the most mathematically sophisticated quality tool, particularly for 
customer segmentation [15]. The diagram can be shaped in a few different 
ways such as: L shaped, T shaped, X-shaped, C-shaped, or three-dimensional, 
inverted Y-shaped. Each of them has its own purpose but the L-shaped matrix 
is the most commonly used one [8].  
 
The steps in constructing Matrix Diagram are defined as following [8]: 
 
1. Select the problem and definition the objective of Matrix diagram, such as 
customer requirement or key factors of production design. 
 
2. Form a team with 4-5 people. The team should identify the prob lems existing 
and should have enough time and knowledge to work until achieving the 
objective. 
 
3. Choose a facilitator for the coordination of the team’s activities, that in this 
way the role of leader in team is very important. 
 
4. Determine the product or process variables to be studied, which in this step 
referring to recorded documents or using the result of basic quality tools can be 
suitable way to complete the Matrix diagram. 
 
5. Decide on the matrix shape based on the task and nature of work. 
 
6. Place the information in the matrix. 
 
7.  Draw the lines of the matrix. 
 
8. Determine the symbols to be uti lized. Include a legend also for the symbol 
definitions. 
 
9. Enter symbols into the correct cells and perform the comparison of the 
matrices. 
 
10. Analyze and Evaluation of final matrix, looking for items of significance 
which will result in specific actions being carried forwards. 
 
In practical variation there are some important factors, which should notice them 
to make a more effective Matrix Diagram [8, 19]: 
1. When relationships act only in one direction, for example where one item 
influences another, use arrows in cells to show the direction of the relationship.  
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2. A common way of generating and organizing the lists for comparison in the 
matrix, particularly when a fair degree of detail is required, is to use a Tree 
Diagram. Space can be saved on the Matrix Diagram by removing the 
hierarchy links and compressing the tree elements.  
3. The matrix may be extended in either direction to include other comparisons 
which use the same lists, for example to determine how well competitive 
products satisfy customer requirements.  
4. Items within the same list may be compared by using a triangular half-matrix, 
as below. This comparison may include both of the positive and negative 
correlation to show where list items cooperate or conflict. A negative correlation 
occurs where the presence or increase of one item reduces the value or effect 
of another item–this may require trade-offs to be made between these items. 
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3. Retread tire and retread industry 
 
3.1. Retread  history  
 
The term of "retread" was used to describe officers in the Army during World 
War II, who had left the service before the war [12, 17] and in tire industry 
"retread" term is being used to recap operation for replacing the used crown 
part of tire with new one. History of tire retreading is almost as old as the history 
of new tires [20].  
 
Possibly for the first time the rubber tire had been invented by J.Kellogg at 
1863, in which the rubber had been covered around steel rim and then during 
the time rubber band was vulcanized around the wheel to make an adhesive 
between metal rim and rubber part of tire [17] that so called "tread". 
Today the same procedure of work (vulcanize operation between rubber and 
metal rim) is using to produce some special tires and retread tires such as Lift-
Track tires. About the retread, early retreading may had been considered a 
"repair" of tread part in tire by replacing portion of rubber with new one. In 
1890s Charles Miller patented the retreading technology by applying a rubber 
retread to one-third of a bicycle tire [17]. A huge advancement in retread tire 
industry related to Marion Oliver in 1912, a person who produced retread tires in 
large scale for American market by using the procured retread process to repair 
crown part of used tires [20, 17]. 
  
Today the most of passenger car drivers are not interest to buy retreaded tires 
for their vehicles because they don’t trust their safety factors in high speed but, 
according to the statistic information from International Tire and Rubber 
Association (ITRA): “market for retreaded tires has decreased more than 55 % 
over the last 8 years because, i n 1990, over 33.5 million tires were sold as 
retreaded tires in world, whereas only 16 million tires were sold in 1998. Even 
though the executive order mentioned above mandates retreaded tires for all 
government vehicles, this is a small share of the market compared to the large 
market for passenger tires, which occupied 81.5 % of the new tire market in 
1998 ” [24, 12]. 
 
The main markets for retreaded tires consumption are aircraft (approximately 
100 percent of the world's airlines are using retreaded tires), military vehicles, 
school buses, off-the-road heavy-duty vehicles (OTR), postal service vehicles, 
taxi fleets, industrial vehicles, fire trucks, ambulances, racing cars and millions 
of motorist which depending on countries these markets are variable. Nearly 
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100 percent of off-the-road heavy-duty vehicles use retreaded tires, because 
these tires are huge and the retread part as a main body of tire contains the 
most costly part which in retreading operation processes it will be replaced with 
new one. Also the vehicles that are used these type of tires are working with 
very low speed and it will be increased the safety factor, because there is no 
high rate of friction between retread tire and road during the movement [12, 17, 
24]. 
As a historical view, according the Tire Retread Information Bureau just “In 
1998, 27 million truck/bus tires were purchased for replacement by fleets, 16 
million were retreaded and 11 million were new tires, but in the other hand 
because of the rapidly decreasing market for passenger tire retreading, the total 
retreaded tire market has shrunk by more than 55 % in the last 8 years. Some 
'real' problems must be considered as part of the reason for the rapid decrease 
in passenger tire retreading, in the passenger replacement market, retreaded 
tires do not provide a sufficient economic advantage compared to the cost of 
new tires and nearly 100% of passenger tires consist of radial tires, but as the 
consciousness improve, more and more people begin to feel the importance of 
the tire retreading, in fact, retreading is not counted as tire recycling in some 
reports on waste tire (solid waste) management, but the extension of the 
product lifecycle has contributed to a decrease in various waste materials and 
disposal problems” [12 ]. The number of retread tires that have been produced in 
2004 was: 81,000 passenger; 568,000 light truck; 15,842,000 medium truck; 
10,940,000 bus; 61,000 large off the road; and 116,000 aircraft [25].   
 
Subsequently, because of significant benefits of retread tires for environment, 
consumers and industries, it became a world-class industry during the time and 
a lot of international organizations in tire industry such as Michelin, Bridgestone, 
Goodyear and Marangoni among others, producing retread tires in large scale. 
[17] The well background in past and innovations and new technology used for 
retread tires along the time introduced them as a safe and economic good for 
consumers in tire market.   
 
3.2. Retread tires benefits  
 
The cost of retread tires is less than new brand tires because in retread process 
casing is one the main raw material that already produced by new tire industries 
before and it will be entered to retread production process just without crown 
part, which so called “ tread”. The main body of tire that gets more cost is saved 
and the aim is just to fix a tread as a new cover for casing [24]. Also in other 
hand the commercial, military, aircrafts and other large organizations by using 
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retread tires will be able to save billions Euro per each year. As ecology view it 
is friendly behavior with environment too [20, 21, 24] otherwise should be land 
filled used tires or should be left them in the nature.  
It is to be noted that worn tires even if they are not useful for retread industry 
can be used as particulate rubber for different industries which their products 
based on polymer, asphalt, civil engineering application, dairy industry and tire-
derived fuels [12, 17].  
 
For most of the fleets, tires consumption represents the third largest item in their 
operating budget, after labor and fuel cost [17]. The cost of retread tire is 
generally between up to 30%-50% lower than the cost of a new one [12] 
depending on size and type of tire. It is noticeable that in some of the countries 
like United States using of retread tires in governmental and military parts is 
mandatory (Executive order in April of 2000 that signed by president for Federal 
Agencies) [20, 12] and it will be surprised to indicate that even military airline´s 
fleet are using retread tires for jet aircrafts such as different models of F15 or 
F16 [20].   
Tire retreading industries saving oil and the synthetic rubber components. For 
instant a new passenger tire (the size of rim is 13, 14 or 15 inch) contain 
approximately seven to eight gallons of oil but retreading the same tires uses 
only two or three gallons of oil also, about truck tires the manufacture of a new 
medium truck tire requires approximately 22 gallons of oil while the retread tire 
in same size uses seven gallons [12, 17, 24].  
 
The economic advantages of retread tires are significant and because of this 
some countries made a mandatory legislation of retread tire consumption for 
their organizations (governmental and private). In real they are helping the 
society and themselves in three dimensions, saving the fossil energy, trying to 
save environment in front of pollution impacts and cost saving!  
As it noted, the consumption and production market of retread tires are different 
because of some factors such as roads situation, weather situation and also 
consumption culture but, generally more and less, most of the countries are 
using retread tires in their fleet. 
 
It's common to see shredded rubber parts along the highway that is so called 
"road alligators" and these gators, more correctly known as tire debris, are often 
thought to have come from retreaded tires that have failed. However, according 
the surveys this concept is not true. Instead, the rubber debris comes from new 
tires that have not been properly maintained by drivers [12, 17, 24]. Retreaded 
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tires are as safe as new tires, and this fact documented in several researches 
and studies, which have done by several researches during the time [20]. But, 
retread has a bad reputation yet and the perception from people that retreads 
are the primary cause of rubber on the road is wrong as a National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration study confirms, and tire debris on highways (also 
known as rubber on the road or road alligators), is not caused by retread tires, 
according to the United States National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA) findings in commercial medium tire debris study. The study result 
shows that the majority percentage of tire or rubber debris which found on the 
highways is not because of manufacturing or process deficiencies, also 
statistics compiled by the U.S. Department of Transportation shows that nearly 
all tires involved in any tire-related accidents were under-inflated or bald [21, 17, 
24]. Proper attention to tires, both new brand and retread tires, will be minimize 
the probability of accident because of tire situation in vehicle. Retreaded tires 
have been safely used on several types of vehicles such as school buses, 
trucks, cars, fire engines, and other emergency vehicles for years [12, 17]. 
 
3.3. Technical information  
 
The scrap tire industry is driven by regulation and most European countries by 
applying environmental legislation in order to reduce the impacts of pollutants 
are trying to implement “waste management” to better control of important 
issues relating with waste for environmental, human and society. In case of 
tires, there are some benefits that it seems will be interested beside the 
attention to environmental aspects, for instance in European Union countries as 
a second largest scrap tire generator after the Unites States more than 2.6 
million tones of used tires generated in 2003, which estimated amount of 47% 
has been used as tire-derived fuel, 44% as tire-derived productions and 9% for 
export to other countries [25]. 
 
 
Figure 2-The European Union used tire markets segmentation in 2003 [25]. 
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“Germany, the EU’s most industrialized nation, probably has the best scrap tire 
recycling record among others. It generates more scrap tires than any other 
nation and recycles most of them (78% in 2003)”. Germany an estimated 
amount of 40 % of old tires is recycled including exports of used tires (15% of 
them used for retreading), 53% are converted to energy and 7 % are disposed 
on landfill sites [25].  
 
Retread process is not just to change the old tires to new ones; rather the 
highest saving in raw materials and energy will be achieved [17]. On average 
only 15 % of crude oil is needed to produce a retread instead of a new tire  
where the price of a tire will reduce to more than 45% without any loss in quality 
even for more than three or four times. While tires for passenger cars normally 
are retreaded once (because of safety concerns that can be happen in high 
speed), tires for Lorries are retreaded twice and aero plane tires even up to 
seven times” [12]. For example in Germany as a leader among European Union 
countries in used tire recycling and retreading, 12 % of all passenger cars, 20 % 
of all light vehicles and 48 % of all Lorries use retread tires [12, 26, 24]. 
 
Before an old tire is selected for retreading it should be examined very carefully. 
In 1974 the American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) developed a 
practically regulation for the visual inspection of tire casings prior to retreading  
[12] and even at the moment some countries are using this regulation to inspect 
the casings (it modified during the time) but, in developed countries the test or 
inspection of tires is doing by some tester machines and equipments. In some 
countries tires which are older than 6 years or bald [12, 17] (bald tires are tires 
which have been so worn down that they have almost no tread) will not entered 
to retreaded process but, the limits and standards are different in among the 
countries and depends on company legislation, but all of them should cover up 
the minimum limits of safety and standards. In developed countries interior 
structure of tire or casing is investigated by x-ray, holographic methods, 
shearography that so-called tire-uniformity-machines [12]. 
 
In principle there are two methods to retread used tires - hot and cold retreading 
system. In case of hot retreading an unvulcanized tread strip (master rubber) 
and sidewall strip are placed on the remaining carcass by using an intermediate 
bond sheet [17, 24]. The tread and side wall are in this case extruded 
simultaneously onto the carcass by a sophisticated set of machines or it can be 
happen just to tread part and sidewall will remain as same as past . The retread 
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tire after tread application will be under the pressure inside the appropriate 
machines to give the tire its final shape. At a temperature of 125 °C (inner part 
of the tire) to 160 °C (outer part of the tire) the vulcanizing process takes place 
and combines the new tread and materials with the old carcass by irreversible 
process [12, 24]. Degree of heat and pressure can be variable depends on used 
technology and formulation of used rubber, which will be determined through 
technical experiments in quality laboratory.  
 
During cold retreading only the tread of the tire is renewed but, in hot system 
the sidewall can be renewed too. In this case an already vulcanized (cured) 
tread strip is added to a prepared carcass using again an intermediate bond 
sheet as a belt around itself. The binding process between the old (casing) and 
new parts (crown or tread) takes place in an autoclave at a temperature of 100-
120 °C (depends of the extant technology in workplace) but, “opposite to hot 
retreading minor damages of the tire cannot be repaired by cold retreading. So 
only tires with no injuries and are symmetrically bald can be used for cold  
retreading” [12, 17, 24].  
 
Because of cost and energy saving tire retreading cab be as good opportunity 
for all countries that are developing themselves. But, there are two aspects 
might be of negative impact on the production and distribution of retread tires: 
 
•The acceptance of retread tires by the customer 
 
People tend to think that retread tires have low quality compared to new tires. 
All investigations (by International Tire and Rubber Association, Tire Retread 
Information Bureau and American Society for Testing Materials among others)     
have shown that retread tires in both of cold and hot system technology using 
old carcasses of high quality have the same quality and properties as newly 
fabricated tires. Even in some type of tires the quality of retread tires is better 
than new one that the main reason can be related to the applied compound 
formulation. If there was any problem, airlines for example wouldn’t use 
retreads for their planes and also, most of the manufacturers of retreads give 
two years guaranty for their products and allow them to be driven even up to 
190 km/h [12, 21, 26]. 
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•The availability of enough old carcasses of high quality  
 
In countries that tires are more valuable and expensive products, compared to 
the average income of society, people are interest to use the tires as long time 
as it possible. Additionally if there is no safety inspection regulation by authority 
to check the quality of tires it will be more complex and drivers will tried to use 
them until the threads or other internal layers become visible. Normal tires (or 
retread tires) are operated when they have at least a minimal contour thickness 
but, limit of contour thickness (pattern or crown part of tire) depending on the 
type of tires and country regulation can be different. For example in Germany 
tires should be have at least 1 mm thickness during the consumption time [24] 
but, in some countries there is more restriction while in some of them there is no 
attention for this safety factor by government.  
 
Therefore the consumers must be convinced to stop using the old tires before 
casing and protection layers are damaged, the international tire market is 
supported with cheap tires of poor quality and when casings have low quality it 
is logic to have a retread tires in low level of quality too, because the casings 
are the main raw material for retread tires and sometimes they have hidden 
problem that can show themselves during the service period of time [20, 26]. 
 
3.4. Retread tires structure  
 
The structure of retread tires is as same as the new tires, because the main 
body (casing) will be remained without any specific change and just the used 
tread part of tire will be replaced by new one during the retreading process. 
Figure 3 represents the important elements of a Bias-tire structure of 
Bridgestone brand, as one of the successful brands in tire and retread tire 
industry.  
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Figure 3- Basic structure for Bias-tire, Bridgestone Company [2]. 
 
According Bridgestone Company definition [2], the part of tires defined as 
following information: 
1. Apex strip 
A triangular piece of stiff rubber that is fitted into the bead core to taper the rigid 
bead into the flexible body plies in the sidewall. This part has an important duty 
to keep tire in safe around the rim. 
2. Bead heel 
Outer edge of the bead that has the same duty like apex strip and will support it 
to increase the safety in front of pressure and damage.  
3. Bead toe 
Inner edge of the bead that will make appropriate shape for tires to fit with angle 
of rim and it is also support bead heel and apex strip. 
4. Breaker 
Breakers are fabric plies placed directly on the upper-most ply beneath the 
tread rubber. They disperse stress throughout the tire. These breakers are 
utilized in a limited number of Bridgestone aircraft tires too. 
5. Chafer strip 
Reinforces the beads and protects the cord body-plies from any damage 
because of rim friction or from any damage may happen during the changing or 
replacing the rims (especially in heavy-duty trucks). Chafer strip is responsible 
to increase the safety of main body which so called, casing or carcass.  
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6. Carcass plies 
Each nylon ply is held by wire beads across the tire to keep the tensile strength 
at the proper level, and is folded to the side of the sidewall. Each ply is provided 
with cushion rubber to reduce shearing force produced between the cords of the 
tire when it is deformed. Multiple coated-nylon cords are crossed alternately on 
the bias to make the carcass. 
7. Decoration line 
A projecting, embossed line molded between the shoulder and sidewall of a tire. 
It purpose is for decoration only and in retread industry cab define as a 
guideline when retreaters are buffing the used tread or crown of used tire. 
Because this line shows the boundary line between tread part of tire and casing 
body of tire. 
8. Flipper strip 
It is a strip of material that is wrapped around the bead bundle and filler to add 
support and help taper the assembly into the sidewall. For each of Bead heel, 
Apex strip and Bead toe there is one flipper strip but, depending on the applied 
technology in some of new tires can be in different form too. 
9. Inner liner 
A sheet of special rubber laminated to the inside of the first casing ply of the 
tubeless tire so as to ensure retention of pressure when the tire is inflated.  
10. Ply turn-ups 
The turned-up ends of plies around the bead, other plies lock the ends into 
place. 
11. Tread reinforcing fabric 
Nylon cord plies located in the tread between the tread groove and the outer ply 
of the carcass which reduce tread squirm and increase stability for high speed 
operations. 
12. Rim line 
This line is provided near the beads to allow inspection of how the tire fits with 
the rim. 
13. Shoulder 
This area located on the side of the tire, which is between the sidewall and the 
tread part of tire. The decoration line that described in related stage shows the 
area of shoulder. It is to be noted that because of material thickness in this area 
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retread industries have more attention to be care about it during the retreading 
process. It can make high rate of friction between the retread tire and road and 
by increasing the temperature during the time may lead to remove the tread part 
of retread tire.   
14. Sidewall 
The side area of the tire located between the buttress and the beads. It is a 
composed of rubber which protects the carcass from damage. 
15. Tread 
A layer of rubber on the outer circumference of a tire which its major functions 
are to protect the casing from cuts, withstand high speed during take-off and 
landing, provide traction, resist wear, provide durability under a wide range of 
temperatures and to ensure stability (in particular, the effective discharge of 
water on wet runways). The tread compound is designed to suit a wide range of 
operations. 
16. under tread 
A rubber layer provided for use in retreading the tire and which provides 
adhesion of tread to the cord body. Bridgestone makes this rubber layer thick 
enough to ensure the high quality for retread tires. 
17. Wire beads 
Constructed of steel wire encased in rubber, they help to maintain the shape of 
the tire and keep it securely fixed to the rim. The wire beads are wrapped with 
fabric. 
18. Venting hole 
These holes located to exhaust the gas that is vented from inside the carcass 
plies because during the service these gases can make bombing shape under 
the trade in retread and new tires. 
Also there are some information on the tires side walls (it is the same on retread 
tires side walls too, because the body of side wall will remain as same as old 
one in retread system and just the tread part will be renew) that these 
information are very important for drivers to know more detai ls about the safety 
factors and also they are important data to ensure that the used tire or retread 
tire is the appropriate one depending on the vehicle characterizations. The used 
format to show the tire information is according the standardization regulations 
and in all of the tire companies the format of showing the information is equal. 
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Figure 4 represents the important information, which exists in any type of tires 
in same format [2]: 
 
Figure 4- Example of tire information, Bridgestone Company [2].  
The tire size is 215/65R15 that "215" represents the tire's section width (in mm) 
and "65" is the tire's aspect ratio, or the ratio of the sidewall height to the tread 
width. The "R" represents tire construction, which in this case means radial. The 
last item is the "15" which represents the rim/wheel size. 
 
P - Indicates the type of car for tire which in this case represents the passenger 
car. Other options would be no “P” indicating metric sizing or “LT” for light truck. 
Light truck tires are designed different than passenger tires for heavier loads 
and more rugged service conditions.  
Width - of the tire, represents the surface of tire (the distance between two 
shoulders in left and right side tire) in millimeters. The higher number is 
representing the wider area for surface of tire which depending the tire 
performance will be in different size, for example the tire that designed for 
winter and raining seasons should have wider surface to well touching the road 
and helping to better movement in snow and wet surface.  
Aspect Ratio - the height of the sidewall section compared to the width of the 
tire. If this number was a 50, then the tire section is half as tall as it is wide. 
Short sidewalls deliver crisp handling and tall sidewalls give a smoother ride.  
Construction - R indicates radial construction which representing the structure 
type of tire and it can be also B, which indicates bias construction for 
customers. 
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Wheel Size Designation - in simple terms, this indicates the distance across 
the "doughnut hole" of a tire. You must match wheel diameter and tire diameter. 
For example, a 15-inch diameter tire must only be mounted on a 15-inch 
diameter rim. A tire with a 15 size designation will not work on a 14 -inch wheel, 
and vice versa. Improperly matching of wheel and tire size can cause serious 
injury or death during installation. 
Service Description - includes the load index (a number) and a speed symbol 
(a letter). For load index, remember to keep the number the same as, or greater 
than, the original tire's load index. That number stands for a specific weight-
carrying capability. The higher number means greater load-carrying capacity. It 
is important to keep the number the same or higher, because your tires are 
matched to the weight of your car. Never choose a tire with a lower load-
carrying capacity than the original equipment tire size  
3.5. Statistical information about retread tires 
The retread tire market is different between European countries because of 
some reasons such as weather situation, culture and government policy. 
Following figure is showing the market share in European Union countries: 
 
Figure 5-The European Union retread tire market segmentation in 2005 [25]. 
 Germany as same as used recycling industry is leader in retread market 
among others, and Portugal contain just 1% of this market in European Union 
[25]. Retread tire productions are increasing in European countries (not just EU) 
and according the internal research that has done by Bandag (one of the well-
known international retread companies) just in 2005 more than 7.7 million unit 
of retread tires in different size produced by European Union that some part of 
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this market is exported to other Asian and African countries and the remains 
part is used for self consumption but, the variety of retread productions is not as 
same as new tire, because the heavy truck and light truck retread tires are 
contained the majority of market [17, 25]. 
Figure X represents the retread tire consumption in European centuries (not just 
EU) based on type of tire in three categories; passenger car, truck and aircraft.  
 
 
Figure 6- Comparing of new tire and retread tire consumption in Europe, 2003 [24].  
As shown in figure 6 in passenger cars, peoples are using more new tires 
instead of retread ones and the main reason for them is safety concerns in high 
speed of movement. Passenger cars have high rate of speed and by increasing 
the speed of movement in car the heat will be increased because of friction 
between road and tire, so it can effect adhesive boundary between casing and 
tread so, tread can be separate because of heat during the long time, but in real 
this problem may happen because of low quality of production by producer or 
casing rather than consumer behavior. In truck tires the speed of movement is 
not too much and even in low quality tires the problems of producer can be 
hidden for a long time that retreat tire or new tire is under the service.  
Additionally, retread industries are not more interest to produce passenger tires, 
because the final cost of production, in this group of tires, is more close to sales 
price. In other hand in truck and aircraft size the market situation is in opposite 
side of passenger tires. For example, bout aircraft tires as shown in figure 6 
more than 95% of used tires are retread tires and it is important pointing that 
they have ability to renew for more than 3 or 4 time again. 
About retread tire consumption rate between European Union countries 
Portugal is less than most of them, although this country has more opportunity 
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in this case such as appropriate weather situation for retread tires consumption 
and some well known companies which are producing compound (rubber) and 
tread (for cold retread system), cement and etc. that are the main raw material 
for retread companies such as Empresa Industrial de Borracha, S.A (EIB). The 
rate of consumption in some countries such as Sweden and Finland is more 
than others because the weather in these countries always is cold and this 
positive factor will increase the safety of service even for passenger tires with 
high speed.  
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4. Presentation of case study 
4.1. Ken Tire Industrial Complex 
The main activity of this company is producing the retread tires in several sizes 
of passenger car, light truck and heavy truck with both of cold and hot system. 
This company beside the retread productions is producing the compound 
(rubber) as a main raw material for self consumption and also, to sale for other 
manufactures, which are using compound as raw material for their industries 
such as car manufactures among others. The company at the moment is 
producing more than 180,000 loops of retread tires and more than 50,000 tons  
compound (in different formulation) annually. Ken Tire company started to work 
in 1989 with 12 number of retread tire curing machines (curing press) from Italy 
(Italmatic brand). In 1989 government imported nine sets of these machines to 
help for tire industries inside the country which most of them had a lot of 
problems because of Iran and Iraq war. One of these companies was Ken Tire, 
which started to work in Tabriz city located in west-north of Iran. After 6 years 
company developed its productions by increasing the number of curing 
machines in hot system also they established the other production site to supply 
necessaries compound as noted for self-consumption and other industries, 
which need to compound or rubber as a raw material. Ken Tire Company 
changed its name to Ken Tire complex industrial after increasing the number 
and type of products in new cold retread system machines on 2006 and again 
2009 that introduced this company as a biggest retread company in the Middle 
East with more than 120 personals and 60 sales centers around the country 
[11].  
4.2. Type of Products 
 
Generally, regardless of tire size, all the retread tires divided in two main 
groups, Bias and Radial which representing the tire structure. This classification 
is related with their structure and forming the plies inside the tire body. Bias tire 
are older than radial tires, but sti ll in some countries is the common type of 
retread tires, which among them United Stated is significant one, but radial tires 
are produced with new technology (compared to bias tires) and most of the 
European and Asian countries are using this type of tires for their vehicles. Type 
of retread tires also depends on the type of new tire industries which using their 
used tires as a main raw material for retreading process. In some countries both 
of radial and bias tire system exist (such as Iran) and are able to retread in hot 
and cold system without any problem [20, 12, 17, 24]. 
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There is no any quality level difference between the hot and cold retread tires, if 
they produced well, just there are some technically difference and also it is to be 
noted that in cold system the flexibility of production is better than hot system, 
because in cold system the tread patterns already are ready and it is possible to 
retread them in different pattern or shape, but in hot system the pattern of tread 
depends on the pattern or design of mould which tire will cure inside it. 
 
In this company the passenger tires are classified from 13 inch (size of rim or 
wheel) to 24 inch in Bias tires and from 13 inch to 24.5 inch in Radial tires which 
depending on the demands of customer and the new tire industrial investment 
of country these categories can be different. The retread companies always will 
arrange their curing machines and equipments according the existe nce 
information from new tires productions and customer demands. For example as 
noted still in United States most of new tires are bias (truck tires) because of the 
new tire industrials technology and system, but almost these type of tires are 
not exist in European Union countries. The most common retread sizes of tires 
in Ken Tire Company are defined as following [11]: 
 
5.60 – 13, 5.90 – 13, 6.00 – 14, 6.45 – 14, 6.50 – 14, 6.00 – 16, 6.50 – 16, 7.00 
– 16. 7.50 – 16, 8.25 – 16, 9.00 – 20, 10.00 – 20, 11.00 – 20, 12.00 – 20 and 
12.00 – 24 are the most common retread tires that are producing in hot retread 
system. 
In other hand 7.50 – 16, 8.25 – 16, 9.00 – 20, 10.00 – 20, 11.00 – 20, 12.00 – 
20, 9.00 R 20, 10.00 R 20, 11.00 R 20, 12.00 R 20, 315 R 22.5, 295 R 22.5, 
335/80 R 20, 365/80 R 20, 275/80 R 24.5, 285/80 R 24.5, 295/80 R 24.5, 
305/75 R 24.5, 315/75 R 24.5, 12 R 24.5, 13 R 22.5 and 14 R 24.5 are the most 
common retread tires that are produced in cold retread system. 
 
It is to be noted that, today main part of Lift truck tires and some of the 
Agriculture vehicle tires can be retread easily in this technology and tread 
producers are increasing their productions in these categories. Ken tire 
Company also is a leader in these types of retread tire productions in Middle 
East. 
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                           315 R 22.5 (cold retread)       &       12.00 – 24 (hot retread) 
Figure 7- Examples of clod and hot system retread with different pattern or tread [11].  
 
4.3. Extant types of process 
The term retread refers to replacing the wearing surface of the tire. Three 
different types of processes, i.e. top capping, recapping and bead-to-bead are 
described [20, 12, 17, 24]: 
• Top-capped tires are those in which the tread is removed and replaced with a 
new arranged one. In this case surface of tire between two shoulders of used 
tire will be buffed. 
• Re-capped tires also have their tread removed, but the shoulders will be 
buffed too, however in this case the new tread used is larger than in the re-
topped tire, as it covers part of the tire’s sidewalls, but there are some 
limitations to cover just specific part of sidewall that located under shoulders not 
more. 
• Bead to bead tires are those in which the tread is removed and the new one 
goes from the one side to the other, covering all of the lower part of the tire and 
cover the sidewalls with a rubber layer. 
In ken Tire Complex Industrial, because of the casing problem as a main raw 
material and also the bad culture of tire consumption by driver’s who prefer to 
use the tire until end of the life of tread, the company regulation to selected 
casings is a little different compared to international standardization. To solve 
this problem they tried to prepare a good and experienced repairing team to 
ensure about the safety of casing. Subsequently because of this problem they 
will accept all of the passenger and truck tires that are retreaded until three 
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times (just the casings that pass the quality test or inspection). Re-capped 
technology of process is used to the tires which will retread in hot system and 
Top-capped technology of process is used to tires which will retread in cold 
system. 
In hot curing system some important factors such as time, heat, pressure and 
type of machine are different compared with cold system. All of these data will 
be defined by technical department of organization depending on the compound 
or rubber formulation, environment situation, type of curing machines, the cycle 
time of curing in press (hot system) or autoclave (cold system) among other 
quality detai ls that can affect the quality of productions. These important factors 
will be determined in the begging of the work and maybe they will change in 
some period of time because of some reasons. For example there is some 
ability to increase the capacity of production by changing some characteristic of 
process such as curing time but, it will need to change the formulation of 
compound too. 
 
4.4. Operation Process Chart for hot system process 
Operation process chart is showing the extant relationship between operation 
before and after the retreading process. In this chart the route of raw material 
and components and the short or permanent storage time are visible. It is also, 
represents if any link with assembly process between parts or components 
related. It is showing the processing step of work graphically that will make it 
easy to better and clearly understanding as a map of process [1].  
 
The operation process chart is showing the chronological sequence of 
production process steps (work stations) with details of time and raw materials 
that are used along the process (manufacturing or business) from the beginning 
of process by entering the raw material to end of the process that is packaging 
and final production storage. It can be used as an instrument to analyze the 
work flow and it can be completed with more details such as showing involved 
people and time along the process to identify the bottlenecks inside the 
organization, unnecessary involved workers, unnecessary delays and helps 
management to increase the efficiency of process by we ll monitoring to map of 
process [7]. 
 
Figures 8 and 9 represent this map of process for hot system retreading 
process in Ken Tire Co. the main aim is introducing general view of retread 
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production line in hot system as an introduction to describe the main activity, 
main raw material and main production machines in following pages.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8- Inspection, Operation, transportation and Storage symbols, applied for OPC in hot 
system, Ken Tire Company, 2009.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Inspection  
Operation  
Transportation  
Storage  
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Casing (1)  
                                  Inspection         
                               (accepted casing are ready to enter production line)    
 
                                Buffing  
                                 (buffed tires are ready to enter repairing station) 
Patches (2)                    cement (3)         compound (4) 
                                  Repairing or Skiving 
(delay to dry) 
                                      (repaired area should be check by quality team to ensure the safety of work)   
 
                                           Inspection 
                                    (repaired tire need to rest to be ready for cementing ) 
 
Cement (3)                          
                                    Cementing                             Final storage  
                                    (rest time to dry)  
                                                                                                     Transportation  
Cushion gum   (5)  
                                    Filling                                               Final inspection  
 
                                       Transportation  
Compound    (4)                                                (rest time to complete the internal  
                                                                                                   chemical  vulcanization) 
  Extruder                                                                    Curing 
      
 (Delay and rest time to achieve the environmental temperature)     
Figure 9- Retread Operation Process Chart in hot system, Ken Tire Company, 2009.  
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As a more information, in cold system most part of operation process steps are 
as same as hot system but, just instead of extruder station to cover the 
compound around the tire (or tread application) there is a tread montage 
(building station that operators are putting the ready treads (strip) around the 
casing according the size of width and length) also, instead of curing with mould 
press machines there is autoclave that will cure 22 or 24 tires in several sizes 
and types during the cycle of curing time [20, 17, 24]. In hot system there is 
ability just to feed one tire for each mould press machine that the size and type 
of tire should be match with mould press machine characterizations (because of 
this cold system has more flexible than hot system). All of the other work station 
or process steps in both of cold and hot system are same and because of this 
reason most of the retread companies are able to expand their production line 
into both of cold and hot system [20, 17, 24]. Even, in some of them there is just 
one production line with two-division in end of the production line to separate 
the tires that should be cured in cold system by autoclave and the others that 
should feed to hot system curing machines or mould presses. 
 
4.5. The main raw materials in retread industry 
 
Regardless the system of production process (hot or cold) casings is the main 
common and most important raw material. Casing quality depends on the 
culture of consumers in different countries, authority regulations and also the 
quality level of new tire manufactures, but there are some differences between 
the raw material of hot system and cold system as described in following 
information. 
 
4.5.1. Hot system retread tire´s raw materials  
 
In this system, after Casing the main raw material is Compound that is mixed 
with different type of natural and synthetic rubbers with some chemical 
materials depends on the formulation of mixing that happen in a Banbury 
machines (mixer). The final product of mixing process is rubber or compound, 
which will enter to hot system (tread application or extruder step of process) 
production line to cover on buffed surface area of casing by Extruder machines.  
The lists of main raw materials are described as following [20, 26, 11]: 
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1. Casing or carcass 
 
It named for used tires that are out of service because of end of the 
consumption life and safety criterion. Also it can define as a used tires who 
drivers changing them to replace with new one, regardless the type and size.  
In Engineering / Automotive Engineering dictionary casing defined, the 
supporting framework of a pneumatic rubber tire exclusive of an inner tube and 
tread; or tire carcass that can be used in retread process and if can pass the 
quality test criterions. 
 
2. Patch 
 
Generally it is a piece of cloth or other material which is used to cover or repair 
a torn or weak point of something and in tire industrial rubber patch contains 
some of tire cord (ply) layers and cushions (rubber) to cover and repair the 
injuries places of tires. There are two main types of patches, which are able to 
use in hot process (by thermo press machines that heating and pressing the 
patch to injured area of tire) and the others that can be used without any need 
to heat or special tools or machines to adhesive it on injured area. 
 
3. Cement 
 
Cement is a liquid material that is used to attach the patches in damaged or 
injured area and also to spray by using spray gun tool, around the buffed 
surface of casing that is ready to covering the rubber compound around it. This 
material are used in two purpose, first to make the temporary connection 
boundary between tread (compound that covered) and casing, secondly it will 
protect the buffed surface of casing that has high ability to oxidize itself with the 
oxygen of weather. In this case cement will protect the buffed surface safety to 
make a good permanent connection during the curing step of process. The aim 
is to adhesive two pieces of rubber and if one of them is oxidized, the 
connection will be in poor quality level and will lead to separation problem under 
the service. 
 
4. Compound 
 
It is a material with elastic behavior which is obtained from some of tropical 
plans that so called natural rubber or it can be derived from petroleum material 
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such as crude oil or gas that in this case called synthetic rubber and compound 
contained from both of them (depends on technical formulation) with some more  
Polymeric materials and oil and etc. these materials will lead to make elasticity, 
resilience, and toughness characterization for compound. 
In tire and retread companies according the technical formulation compound 
has a strong role in retread tires quality. It is to be noted that regarding the type 
of technology and size of tires the compound formulation can be different, for 
example in Ken Tire Company there are two different type of compound that 
separated between passenger and truck tires. 
 
5. Cushion gum  
 
Special sheet or tape of rubber material that because of formulation and part of 
the materials that contained, has more ability of adhesive and in retread 
operation process usually are using it as a protect belt around the cemented 
casing that is ready to enter the extruder step of process or tread application 
station (covering the rubber compound around the casing). 
 
4.6. Retread tire production process and main machines 
 
About the retread machines as same as raw material, most of the machines and 
equipments in hot system and cold system are same, but in end of the 
production line there is main difference in building and curing station. In hot 
system the tread application is compound covering around the casing by using 
extruder machine and in this step of work retread tire will be ready to pass the 
next step which is curing in mould press or curing machine. Due of this step the 
retread tire will be shaped in design and form of mould but, in cold retread 
instead of extruder, tread application will be by builder machine that in this step 
operator will cover the casing with ready treads in several pattern or design. 
Also instead mould curing press there is an autoclave which has ability to cure 
some of the retreads in the same time with different size. 
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4.6.1. Hot system retread production process and machines 
 
 Figure 10 represents the main flows of activity inside the Ken Tire Company. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Not ok 
         
       Ok                
  
                                                 
                                                              Not ok 
 
                                                   Ok 
 
 
                                                          Not ok           
                                                                                       
                                                                                   
                                  Ok 
 
                                                                                           Not ok 
 
                                                                                  Ok 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                      Ok                         Not ok 
 
Figure 10- Flow Chart Diagram, for retread tire in hot system, Ken Tire Co. 2009.  
 
Each of activity and machines are described briefly in following information 
based on figure 10 [20, 26, 11]: 
 
Inspection machines help to inspectors in identifying the problems of casing 
that will enter to process as a raw material and the result of work more depends 
Start 
Casing Inspection 
Short time Storage 
Deliver to Supplier                                                      
Skiving 
Bufiing                                                      
Repairing 
Cementing 
Scrap Storage  
Filling 
Extruder Curing Trimming 
Product Storage  
Finish 
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on test machine, not the ability of inspectors. Each company has own quality 
test regulation that according their criterion will accept or reject the casing. 
 
Buffing machine duty is removing the worn surface of used tire and all of the 
old material (rubber) from crown of the used tire will be removed according the 
procedure of operation that depends to the size of tire. This machine is 
automatic and needs to drive by operator. All of the technically procedures of 
work are defined in machine memory. 
 
Skiving and repairing tools depends to the type of tire (Bias or Radial) and 
the situation of cord layers in used tire will be applied in different speeds and 
power. Their duty is to remove the some part of tire surface that because of 
shaping problem the buffer machine is not able to remove their materials from 
surface of the tire. 
 
Cement machines and Spray guns will be distributed the special volume of 
cement around the buffed surface of tire or casing to make it ready for filling and 
extruder step of process. 
 
Mini Extruder or Hand-Extruder (filling instruments) by giving the tape of 
compound inside itself and feeding it into the injured places of buffed tire or 
casing surface will be uniformed the tire in same flat. This machine by filling the 
rubber inside the holes and injured places will cover the hidden empty part of 
casing. In some countries that have more restriction in  inspection regulation 
this step of process is not exist, because they will not accept the casing if needs 
to surface repair and subsequently to fill with  compound. 
 
Extruder machines as same as buffing machines are automatic machines that 
need to control and drive by operator and its duty is covering the tapes of 
rubber or compound around the buffed surface of tire or casing . The same 
procedure (depends on the size of tire) that was defined for buffing machine is 
defined to these machines too, and it means that the tire will be built with the 
same procedure or program (casing buffing and tread application code) that 
already buffed before. 
 
Curing machines or curing press are the most sensitive and important 
machines in retread industries. These machines in normal will cure the unique 
size of tire, depends on the size of mould and segments which located inside 
the press, but by changing these moulds and segment it is possible to accept 
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the other size of casings too. In this step of process there are some important 
factors which have important role in retread curing process, such as time, 
pressure (water, steam and oil), and etc. 
  
Trimming Tools and Machine will be used to remove the non useful and extra 
rubber materials that because of mold shape may happen around the shoulder 
of retread tires. This machine will cut these materials and designed for a wide 
variety size of tires and has ability to accept all size of tires to make a good 
liking appearance. 
 
It is to be noted that, inspection activity by quality department members in all 
the steps of Flow Chart Diagram is exist and according the result of inspection 
in each step of process it will be clear that the  casing should remove or should 
continue to move in production line until end of the line, as a final product.  
 
The main equipments in hot system are: Molds, Plates, Bladders, Patches, Awl, 
Drills, Rasps, Stones, Knife, Ruler, Rings, Temperature gages, Humidity gages, 
thermo press and etc. 
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5. Quality tools implementation in case studied 
5.1. Introduction 
Following table is showing the total defect number of productions in 2009 
classified in related quality problems.  
Table 1 - Number of products with defects in hot system per each month, Ken Tire Co, 2009.  
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In practical chapter of this report (chapter 6) the main goal is to analyze the 
defects by classifying them according to their priority and also determine the 
existence and potential causes, which can lead to these problems.  
Cost of quality problem 
A) Internal: Scrap, Waste, Repair/Rework, Down grading 
B)  External: Claim/Replacement, Concession, Reshipment 
Scrap: total cost of products that are scrapped. 
Table 2 - Total products with defects, classified by size & cost in hot system, Ken Tire Co. 2009.  
 Size of Tire 
Cost of 
unit 
(Euro) 
Number of 
productions 
Total 
scrap 
Percentage 
(%) 
Total 
(Euro) 
P
a
ss
e
n
g
e
r 
ti
re
s
 
5.60 – 13 15 21717 370 0.017 5,550 
5.90 – 13 15 8283 130 0.016 1950 
6.50 – 14 23 45 8 0.18 184 
7.00 – 15 16 87 14 0.16 224 
L
ig
h
t 
tr
u
c
k
 t
ir
e
s 
6.00 – 16 16 420 22 0.052 352 
6.50 – 16 18 783 36 0.046 648 
7.00 – 16 21 12598 66 0.005 546 
7.50 – 16 25 9853 102 0.01 2,550 
8.25 – 16 29 6230 46 0.007 1112 
H
e
av
y
 t
ru
ck
 t
ir
e
s 
9.00 – 20 62 777 18 0.023 1116 
10.00 – 20 58 11000 48 0.004 2,784 
11.00 – 20 60 13228 38 0.003 2,280 
11.00 – 22 58 1304 58 0.044 3,364 
12.00 – 20 72 1004 34 0.034 2,448 
12.00 – 24 80 17671 144 0.008 11,520 
Total 105000 1134 0.0108 36,628 
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Total Products = 105,000 Loop 
Total Number of Defects = 1134 Loop 
Rate of defects = 1134(100) / 105,000 = 1.08 
Total cost of Scraps = 36,628 € or 46,400 $ 
As table 2 represents, there is high rate of defects that their total productions 
number is low, such as 6.50 – 14 (18%) and 7.00 – 15 (16%). These retread 
tires are produced just in very short time of year to some old machines that are 
working yet and it is very difficult to find related casing with high quality, also the 
percentage of mistake by operators in these size of tires are more than others 
because they are not more family with them and this is a negative point of these 
tires. Company just to increase the customer satisfaction and covering the 
customer demands produced them. 
As table 2 represents, the quality of heavy truck tires is better than others. The 
main reason of this difference is related to casing market in Iran. Most part of 
the passenger and light truck tires entering to company by dealers rather most 
part of heavy truck tires and buses casing entering by different private and 
governmental organization to retread and the same tires will be delivered them 
after retreading. So, they try to retread them before using tires more than 
enough when the casing have good quality to retread process. 
Although the number of defects in each company representing the level of 
quality but, the cost of defect has an important role in strategic decision making 
by managers. For example there is a significant difference between one defect 
products in 5.60 – 13 (passenger car tire) size with other one that is in 12.00 – 
24 (truck tire), because the weight of material and production time in truck tire is 
more than others so, it will impose more cost than others to company. In figure 
11 all of the production classified regarding the size of retread tires:  
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 Fig 11 -Total production classification by size of tire in hot system, Ken Tire Co, 2009.  
Also to better understanding of cost of quality depends on the size of retread 
tires in figure 12 all of the defects classified by size of retread tires. 
 
Fig 12 - Cost of defects, classified by tire size in hot system, Ken Tire Company, 2009.  
Waste: Compounds will be entered to retread production line to application in 
extruder step of process or tread application. Sometimes because of bad 
consume or the technical (formulation) problem among others some part of 
them will be and not usable. The cost of these types of material is significant 
too. 
The main reason of waste compounds is the degree of extruder temperature. 
When it is more than standard limit (more than standard value that is different 
according the type of compound) will start to burn the rubber and these types of 
rubbers will not useful again. Regardless the life of retread tire it will be 
dangerous as safety problem. The other main problem is because of the 
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machine adjustment and start time to work. Operators usually entering the 
rubber to extruders to ensure about the machine if is ready to start the work or 
not, and if the result is not ok, the used rubber or compound will be scorched or 
waste.  
Also, about the remains material inside the machine there is no standard way 
and when machines because of any reason are sleep for more than one hour 
the material inside the extruders will be waste too, because when machine start 
to be ready to work the degree of temperature will be scorched the rubbers 
which are inside the machine.  
During the 2009 the total waste compound in Ken Tire Company was more than 
1,070 kg (89 kg per each month). In table 2 total consumption of compound 
represented by type of size (Total compound weight that sending from Banb ury 
Mixer site to retread site) 
Table 3 - Total weight of used compound, Ken Tire Company, 2009.  
N Size 
Compound 
weight (kg) 
Total 
production 
Total weight (kg) 
1 5.60 – 13 3.2 21717 69494.4 
2 5.90 – 13 3.3 8283 72333.9 
3 6.50 – 14 4.2 45 189 
4 7.00 – 15 4.5 87 391.5 
5 6.00 – 16 4.8 420 2016 
6 6.50 – 16 5.2 783 4071.6 
7 7.00 – 16 6.8 12598 85666.4 
8 7.50 – 16 7.4 9853 72912.2 
9 8.25 – 16 8 6230 49840 
10 9.00 – 20 9.5 777 7381.5 
11 10.00 – 20 11 11000 121000 
12 11.00 – 20 13 13228 171964 
13 11.00 – 22 13.5 1304 17604 
14 12.00 – 20 14 1004 14056 
15 12.00 – 24 17.8 17671 314543.8 
Total 1003464.3 
 
Note 1: The weight of compound that determined for each of tires is average of 
minimum and maximum weight, because there is a standard tolerance that 
determined by technical department for operators and in this order operators 
should check the weight of used compound according the regulation of work.  
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Note 2: These values are just about the compounds that Banbury Mixer site 
produced and sent to retread site as a raw material for self-consumption by 
company. 
1070 (kg) x 2.9 (Euro) = 3,103 Euro  
Note 3: In real there are different types of compounds for passenger tires and 
truck tires also with different formulation. Because of this the cost of each 
kilogram of compounds doesn’t have same value, but in this report the average 
cost is assumed. 
Down grading: Usually at the end of the retreading process, as an outcome of 
this process, some tires with insignificant defects are being tagged as lower 
degree tires. These kinds of defects are not important, yet not negligible 
according to international standard rules that insist they should be tagged on 
the sidewall of the tires, so that the customer will be aware of such defects prior 
to purchase. Normally the companies do not guarantee them and sell them with 
discount. Ken tire for example considers twenty to thirty present of discount for 
these kinds of tires. They are applicable in agricultural or low speed vehicles.  
Total cost = cost of scrap tires + cost of waste compound + discount of down 
grading (?) = 36,628 + 3,103 +? = ? 
5.2. Identifying the main products problems through Pareto chart  
Road hazard is the most common cause of tire failure (38%), with debris and 
operational issues next (32%), then excessive heat (30%). The manufacture 
defects are still responsible for 16% of the tire failure [12, 21]. In order to reduce 
this number, the main causes of those defects have to be identified.  
One of the ways to identify the existence problems and issues in work place is 
referring to recorded documents and explicit tables listing the causes and their 
frequency as a percentage for sorting them in possible categories of defects 
through Pareto Chart as a useful tool to separate the important from the trivial 
[9]. Pareto Chart such a visual aid clearly shows the relative magnitude of 
defects and can be used to identify opportunities for improvement [6, 10] also 
most costly or significant problems stand out by using it in work place. It is to be 
noted that just the number of the defects will not lead to best result about main 
issues because the cost of quality that impose itself to organization, always 
plays an important role in quality management decisions, so both of these 
factors (number and cost of defects) should be notice beside each other. To 
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create the Pareto Chart basic steps of work have been adapted from Joiner 
[10], which already described in chapter 2 of this report. 
The Pareto Chart presented in Figure 13 represents the cost of defects for final 
products and semi-products during the production process in Ken Tire Co. for 
the year of 2009, and the objective is to find the main quality issues and 
problems that the organization challenging with them:  
 
Figure 13 - Pareto Chart for Cost of Defect in Most Common Type, Ken Tire Company, 2009.  
According to the Pareto Chart, the majority of identified problems are Tread 
Separations and Ply separations, which together representing 76% of the 
identified problems. In the next section, it is performed an analysis of the 
causes of the first of those problems – Tread Separation - during the production 
process through Fishbone Diagram. 
  
5.3. Analysing the identified problems through Fishbone Diagram 
As a first step to run a Fishbone Diagram session should contain a good and 
experienced team from several related field of work (i.e., experts, affected 
people, process owners, etc...) to be ensure of well definition and identification 
the various causes and sub-causes in each of the major categories [18, 13] 
after well reviewing the outputs and consensus of Brainstorming by teamwork 
that has a key role in order to facilitate organizational change initiatives  and 
transformations at all organizational levels [16, 9]. In this stage eight personnel 
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participated in brainstorming group including production manager, quality 
manager, storage manager, quality supervisor, production foreman, repairing & 
maintenance manager, sales manager and representative of management who 
at the same time, was team leader too.  
The room was prepared including a U shape table and the session started in 
friendly environment, being everyone comfortable and in relaxed mood. The 
leader outlined the purpose of the session and then the session continued 
following the basic rules of procedure [1]. The work continued by the discussion 
about ideas and suggestions of the group members that wrote them down on 
papers. At the final stage, conclusion, the final review happened, some 
identified sub-causes were omitted whereas some new ones were added, 
creating a consensual result. 
Figure 14 shows the Fishbone Diagram based on six usual main causes, in Tire 
Retreading production line (hot system) where representing the main products 
issue (tread separation, result of Pareto Chart) in Ken Tire Co. The structure 
that is imbedded in the explanation of fishbone diagram construction and 
analysis in the next few pages is based on Free-Throwing Cause-and-Effect 
Diagram (Timothy Clark, 1997) [6]. It is to be noted that, the result of work in the 
same industry can be different depending the type of technology, machines and 
procedures of work in other place, so to extent the result it should be well 
analysed before using data in other work place. 
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Figure 14 - Fishbone Diagram based retread defects in hot system, Ken Tire Company, 2009.  
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Machine and Equipments 
 
All of the retread machines and equipments such as bladders, rims, molds, 
belts, plates, rasps, blades, air tools, repairing tools, measurement equipments 
and stitchers among others have a strong role in quality level of final 
productions and their calibration to work in good mode (although in this figure 
defined in method item, but it was possible to define in machines and 
equipment item, too). In retread industries production variety is significant and 
each of these products has own specific necessities (such as different pressure, 
heat, time, and etc) so the machines continually are changing their data to be 
compatible with each products and in this case maintenance group has critical 
duty to keep them in good mode as a precautionary activities. Extruders , buffing 
and curing machines needs more attention among others. 
 
Method 
In this item regulations and standardization of work have strong role in 
productions quality. FIFO and LIFO system should be well define for retread 
semi-products in production line, because their surface are buffed and will be 
very sensitive to oxidize with oxygen if time exceed more than some minutes, 
so according the priority all of the casings should com continually to pass the 
operation process steps.  
Also retread tires are very sensitive to pollution and the machines, operators 
and work of place should be clean in every time of work. The way and 
procedure of cleaning should be prepared with high accuracy, because instead 
of positive role it can make a negative role to semi-products. Vacuum machines 
and equipments should apply in special time and in special way that already 
defined by quality department of company. 
Material 
The main quality problems in raw materials related to casings or used tires that 
are the main part of final production. After casing the role of compound or 
rubber is important in retread tires that cover the casing as a new tread during 
the retread process. Depends on compound formulation and its ingredients the 
strength and quality of compound will be different, too.  
In Ken Tire Company, there is no any NDI, Electronic Liner Inspection or x-ray 
system to analyze the casings quality and instead of machines technology, 
operator skill and experience has an important role in final products quality. But, 
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they are some invisible and hidden problem that will appear under the service 
time. The main problem of these machines is their cost, but in developed 
countries it is mandatory to test the casings with these types of machines.  
The other raw material such as patches, cement cushion among others should 
be safe too, because the quality problem of these materials will affect the final 
products quality too. 
Measurement 
Although the role of human in this item is very important but, the result of Lab 
has strong effect on final products quality, because if there is any technically 
problem in compound which will apply to cover around the casing, all of the 
activities and casings will be damage because of that problem and after curing 
these retread tires just can be as a scrap products and it is not possible to 
modify and improve them again. 
Also in retread industry there are several mechanically and technically factors 
such as pressure (water, steam and oil), time, humidity, injured area and heat 
among others that all of them should be in defined tolerance area, so 
measurement role is very critical to ensure about these important factors that 
can affect quality of product. 
Environment 
The environment weather situation is one of the important factors that can have 
positive or negative effect on productions. In some countries that have high rate 
of humidity, will be more difficult to produce retread tires, because water even in 
very small scale is very dangerous for semi-products during the process steps 
and can be lead to bombing area when trap under the plies or layers beside the 
high temperature. 
The monorail system is one of the other important factors that will help the 
reread companies to increase the level of quality inside the organization. When 
the transportation system is doing by monorail system the FIFO principle will 
have done automatically and also the operators will not touch casings 
(especially after cement and buffing) continuously to transfer them between the 
work stations in production line. 
Also the environment of work shouldn’t be very cold or very time because it will 
affect the time of cement drying and as toted before the buffed casing cannot be 
present in normal environment exceed than some minutes. 
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Manpower 
Tire retreading process in general view can be define as a repairing process, 
because the main aim of retread process is changing the old and used tires to 
new one. In real it is a recycling industry that human role is very important 
because all of the machines need to operators. In other hand the main part of 
work is skiving and repairing the injured area of casing should be done by 
operators and without the skillful and experienced workers it will not possible to 
produce retread tires with high quality. 
Any specific careless and mistake of operators can be lead to big problems for 
consumers and also inside the company. 
Pollution 
It is well known as one the enemies for retread tire process that can effect the 
quality of production in any step of process, by machine (oil leaking), operators 
(dress, touch, measurements, and etc), environment (dusty, humidity and etc) 
and materials that already are polluted. 
After preparing the diagram the next step is focused on ranking the identified 
causes and sub-causes according to their priority in order to minimize the non-
desirable effect. The tool that was chosen for this purpose was the Matrix 
Diagram, which inputs are the causes identified in Fishbone Diagram and that 
was based on the voice of quality and engineering inside the company.  
5.4. Matrix Diagram based on Fishbone Diagram  
Matrix Diagram can be used to classify the fishbone diagram causes and sub-
causes and rank them according their priority and importance [8]. In this case 
the L– matrix format was chose, based on the six main causes already 
mentioned, in order to show the relationship between the list of causes as a 
voice of quality and engineering requirement against the production process 
steps inside the company. The result of Matrix Diagram can help on performing 
a comparative evaluation on the causes and sub-causes based on Tread 
Separation problem, evidencing the weight of effects and ranking them 
according their value [8]. 
 
5.4.1. Special characterization of Matrix Diagram  
The Matrix Diagram presented in Figure 15 was built taking into account the 
following additional information: 
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 Matrix Diagram based on Fishbone Diagram causes and production 
process steps. 
 According to Fishbone Diagram (as shown in Figure 14) the Pollution as a 
sub-cause is common item in all of the main causes, what shows the 
importance role of this criterion. In tire and tire retreading industry the 
pollution is well known as one of the main enemies for productions during 
the process steps, and because of this, pollution which is a sub-cause in 
fishbone diagram separated as a main cause for Matrix Diagram. 
 It is to be noted that each step of process in tire retreading can affect the 
others. In this case triangular half-matrix or roof-shape (as shown in Figure 
15) was used to show the existent correlation between the process steps 
or workstations in production line. The roof-shaped matrix is used with an 
L-shaped matrix to show one group of items relating to themselves. It is 
most commonly used with a house of quality, where it forms the “roof” of 
the “house” [23]. For example in figure 15, a strong relationship links 
Inspection and Repairing and any careless or mistake of inspection 
operator will lead to more repairing work on casing, while Inspection is 
unrelated to Extruding because the machine working automatically and the 
quality of casing have no effect on the machine that extrudes the 
compound around the casing. 
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Figure 15 - Roof-Shaped L-Matrix Diagram based on Fishbone Diagram, Ken Tire, 2009.  
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5.4.2. Detailing the causes of repairing step 
According the result of Matrix Diagram for tread separation problem in retread 
tire process, Machine and Equipment have the highest effect among the other 
main causes (also Tools & Parts have the highest effect among all of the sub-
causes). In other side, comparative evaluation among the production process 
steps based on tread separation shows that repairing has the highest weight 
among others.  
Matrix Diagram classified all the causes and production process steps 
according their effect in tread separation problem. Taking into account these 
results, the Brainstorming team members need to make an improvement 
decision to follow the result of the work. The main aim of this stage is to focus 
on repairing step with more details, as it is the production process step, which 
has the highest score. The team members suggest two options in this way, first 
to analyse all of the possibilities which lead to this problem in Repairing station 
by Fishbone Diagram with all of the details, secondly trying to modify and 
improve the existence repairing procedure and method of work by adding or 
omitting some regulations and limits.  Figure 16 shows the Fishbone Diagram 
created by brainstorming group and focusing on details just in repairing step of 
process, as this was the alternative selected. 
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Figure 16- Fishbone Diagram based on defects in Repairing Step, Ken Tire Company, 2009. 
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Also about the Parts & Tools as a main sub-causes and equipment, company 
decided to make more control plan such as mechanical and technical checklist 
(daily, weekly and monthly) with new policy and view to assessment, analyse, 
record and improve. 
Finally, considering the capacity of human resources and result of work, it is 
possible to repeat all of these activities for other identified causes for tread 
separation according their weight of effect and also the same for other main 
problems in order the result of Matrix Diagram up-to-down as same as done for 
Tread Separation problem in this case. 
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6. Conclusion 
Retreading tire is a method to conserve tire resource, which derives from one of 
the non-renewable energy source - oil. The benefits of retread tires are 
significant so it essential to pay more attention about introducing retread 
industries with high quality level of productions. Retread tires are saving cost 
(they cost less than new ones) and environmentally friendly as they help to 
reduce oil dependency and pollution from tire disposal. Retread tires are as safe 
and durable as new tires and the best evidence to this statement are that 
aircrafts worldwide are using retread tires (more than 90%) even for military 
purposes. 
Regardless of the importance of this industry, as far as it is referenced in the 
literature and the author could see in practice, there is a lack of the 
implementation of quality methods in this field of industry. 
This report addressed the use of some quality tools in one of the biggest retread 
companies in Middle East, Ken Tire Industrial Complex. It was shown a 
possibility of combining new and basic quality tools implementation in 
uncommon industries such as retreading industry. 
The quality tools implemented in the company allowed establishing a list of 
potential causes for the occurrence of the tread separation defects caused 
during the repairing step. Those causes should be analysed in order to propose 
effective actions that will lead to quality improvement. The quality tools used – 
Pareto Chart (identifying the main quality issues and problems), Fishbone 
Diagram (analysis and listing the active and potential causes and sub-causes) 
and Matrix Diagram (ranking the identified causes and sub-causes based on 
Fishbone Diagram) seemed to be appropriate to the type of data and study 
carried out. 
One of the drawbacks of this report was the lack of access to some resources 
of company studied because of distance between the work place and the place 
where the study was developed. Also some confidential information about costs 
of quality could not be used in this study. 
As future work, the quality improvement plan based on the results obtained 
should be implemented and evaluated and a similar study should be done for 
the second main identified problem – ply separation. Note that ply separation 
and tread separation together, are responsible for 76% of the cost of defects in 
Ken Tire Industrial Complex. 
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